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TRACK LIFTING PROGRAMME
After nine months of solid toil the task of
lifting over a mile of rail and sleepers on the former
Water Board railway between Regents Park and Potts Hill
was completed on July 30th.
Since Saturday August 6th
off site museum labours have been centred on lifting the
remaining grooved rail at Mascot airport which once formed
the down road of the Lords Road tramway to Ascot Racecourse.
General cleaning up, both at Potts Hill and Ascot,
should be in progress when these lines appear.

The last lengths of rail being lifted at Mascot.
The
"official" DC3 in the background is used by the U.S. Naval
Attache to Canberra.
TOWER WAGON CONSTRUCTED
On July 29, six members attended a P.M.G. motor
vehicle auction and purchased a 1957 Dodge double cab truck
for use as a tower wagon at the Museum.
The vehicle cost
$300 and this amount is being covered by donations from
members interested in this project.
After arrival at Loftus, the tray was removed and
a few minor repairs made.
On September 2k our overhead
tower was bolted to the chasis with virtually no modifications.
The toolboxes over the wheels were fitted, and after
suitable testing, Sydney's only double cab tower wagon was
ready for registration.
COVER PHOTO:
522 climbs the last rise before reaching
Bardon terminus on 1st September, 1966.
Poles will be
changed, and, after a brief wait, 522 will return to the
city to help move Brisbane's evening peakhour crowds
homeward.
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The Board and Shareholders
welcome the following members to the museum:Joseph Gill
Anthony Watts
Richard French
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He has the right to criticise who has the heart to
help.
- Abraham Lincoln

Norm Chinn painting the side of 99u on 1st August,
1966.
This is the third repaint the car has
received since it was built in 1915 and the first
since 1935.

